NOTE 1: PRELIMINARY DRAWING - FOR LAYOUT PURPOSES ONLY

Chassis frame height will change due to axle characteristics, loading and tire dimensions which will effect the overall height dimension shown. Any overall height restrictions should take this into consideration and allow approximately 2-3 inches of tolerance.

SVI FIRE & RESCUE TRUCKS
TALLAHASSEE FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT
12' BODY
3/16" ALUMINUM
FORD F550 - FOUR DOOR

NOTE 2:
COLORADO FORT COLLINS
2 1/2" 84" 60 1/2" 10" 200 1/4"
317 3/4" [26'-6"] 96" [8']

(4) WHELEN C6 SERIES RED LED WARNING LIGHTS
(1 EACH SIDE, 2 REAR)
(8) WHELEN ION SERIES RED LED WARNING LIGHTS
(3 EACH SIDE, 2 FRONT)
(6) WHELEN 600 SERIES 12 LED SCENE LIGHTS
(2 EACH SIDE, 2 REAR)

RIGID 2' LED SERIES SPOT/FLOOD SCENE LIGHTS

(6) WHELEN CS LED SERIES INDIVIDUAL LIGHTS FOR TAIL LIGHTS

(1) RIGID 20" LED SERIES SPOT/FLOOD SCENE LIGHTS

COLORS:
WHELEN C6 LED SERIES
INDIVIDUAL LIGHTS FOR TAIL LIGHTS
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